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Mission Statement


flow. is an interactive shower device designed to provide users with real-time feedback


of water consumption habits to not only reduce water and heating bills, but also to


improve the overall shower experience.


Retail Price


Because flow. utilizes ultra low power technologies  and connects seamlessly to your iOS


device using Bluetooth Low Energy, we project that flow. will cost $79.99 at our initial


retailers.  However, we would like to partner with local water companies so that any


household that purchases flow. devices will receive a water conservation incentivizing


rebate of $50 per device up to a maximum of $100.  Consumers will view flow. not only as


a way to conserve water to benefit society, but also as a way to reduce their water and


heating bills with a little extra help from their local water companies.


Cost


Due to development costs, flow. will cost $38.40 in its first year on the market. With


decreasing electronics components and the outsourcing of manufacturing facilities, we


expect the cost of flow. to decrease to $31.00 by year 5. Further cost reductions can be


made by outsourcing researching and prototyping facilities.
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Why Should You Choose flow. ?


Water is a precious resource that all of humanity needs to survive.  Unfortunately, our


needs are quickly growing larger than what the earth can supply.  In fact, by 2030, it is


estimated that humans will require 40% more water than what is currently available.  This


is significant because scarcity has led to rising water costs.  The average American


family of four uses 400 gallons of water every day, and the shower is the 2nd largest


contributor, following the toilet.


People today are indeed aware of the world’s water crisis, but they cannot comprehend


how much water is squandered down the drain just by letting the shower run 2 extra


minutes.  Looking at a water bill once a month isn’t enough.  We all need an easy way to


quantify how much water we’re using, set goals for conservation, and get real time


results.  We all need flow.


Figure 1. Showers are the second largest consumers of indoor water


How Does flow. Work?


flow. is a smart device you connect between the wall pipe and your shower head that


monitors your water consumption and water temperature and syncs all of this data with


your iPhone via Bluetooth Low Energy.  flow. also gives you real time feedback, including


an in-shower timer that lets you know exactly how long you have been in the shower so


that you can be as efficient as possible.  This timer uses ultra-bright, low-power LEDs


that count down from the target time you configure using the iPhone app.  Additionally,


flow. allows other users, who are waiting to use the shower, to send a shower request,


which causes the in-shower LEDs to blink in an attention-grabbing pattern.  In this way,


flow. helps you not only to save water, but also to be considerate of others in your


household.   Finally, flow. tracks your water’s temperature and notifies you when your


water is hot enough to get in, so you don’t waste a drop and wait too long.
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Figure 2. flow. fits between your existing shower head and the wall pipe and comes in a


variety of fun colors to personalize your device.


Figure 3. flow. uses LEDs to show you how much time you have left in your shower and


also to notify you when someone else wants to use the shower.
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Figure 1. flow. comes with an iOS app that allows you to see your shower data as well as


request showers and change settings, such as target shower time and temperature.


Intended Market


flow. is designed for both residential and commercial settings. Users will install flow. into


their homes to track shower water usage. Multiple flow.’s can exist in one home since


there is often more than one shower in a household.  In future models, flow. can be


modified to fit other water sources, such as the kitchen faucet or a garden hose.  One


key to flow.’s success will be a potential rebate program led by local water companies


for purchases water saving devices like flow.  Currently, the East Bay Municipal Utilities


District provides a $100 incentive to households that purchase water-saving toilets.   If we


were to come to such an agreement with the water companies, then customers would


certainly be willing to pay more than $100 in multiple flow.’s since they will see not only a


reduction in their water bills, but also a sizeable rebate.


In addition, flow. can be installed in commercial locations with showers such as


gymnasiums, hospitals, or offices.  Water consumption tracking in large businesses like


these would be useful for many reasons.  Firstly, in such venues, even a small reduction in


average shower time would  result in significant savings.  If users are made more aware


of how long they are supposed to use the shower through flow.’s LED shower timer, then
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reducing average shower time would definitely be achieved.  Secondly, it would be


extremely useful for business owners to analyze water consumption data for every


shower in order to determine when peak shower times are and to identify problem


showers that are consistently wasting water.  For instance, it might be useful for business


owners to reduce the maximum water temperature during peak shower times to minimize


the cost of heating large amounts of water.


Manufacturing Product Costs


The following formula was used to determine the cost to manufacture flow. :


Manufacturing Product Cost = (D + T + O)/N + (M + L + P)


D = Design and development costs


N = Number of devices sold over product lifetime


T = Tooling costs


M = Material costs per product


L = Labor costs per product


P = Production costs per product


O = Overhead costs


We will calculate costs for the Most Likely scenario of selling 100,000 devices.


Design and Development Costs


While designing flow., we spent about $200 on electrical hardware and $200 on


mechanical hardware.  Since we developed this device while taking a class at UC


Berkeley, we were not paid for design work.  Further revisions, however, would be paid at


$30 / hour, and we estimate it would take 3 full-time engineers another 4 working weeks


to complete final revisions before mass producing hardware.  This labor is an additional


$14,400.  Additionally, we would need to purchase another semester of Invention Lab


access at $125, and extra supplies and components for the new prototype is estimated


to be $400.


D = $400.00 + $14,400.00 + $125.00 + $400.00 = $15,325.00


Tooling Costs


In order to optimize production of products, we will utilize injection molding. We will use


Injection molding services, such as Proto Labs, to create out parts. The cost of


manufacturing injection molded parts will be $3.00 per part. In addition, contracted


machine shop will be necessary for any sort of touch-up or post-processing work. We
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estimate an added $10.00 per part.


Since we have designed a custom PCB, we will need to pay for PCB fabrication and


assembly.  One benefit of our PCB is that it is not very large, at 1.9” x 1.3”, and it is only 2


layers, which makes PCB fabrication much less expensive.  At quantities of 1,000, we can


have PCBs created for $0.25 per board from Advanced Circuits.  We would have these


boards assembled for $5 per board through Sierra Proto.


T = ($3.00 + $5.25 + $10.00) x 10,000 = $13,250.00


Material Costs


Initial models will be injection molded from ABS using injection molding manufacturing


services. The parts that need to be injection molded will be the inner and outer casing.


The material cost, in bulk, is negligible when compared to the electronics. For the


standard model, materials will cost $3.00 per part.


In addition, the impeller may be injection molded or machined depending on the quality


desired. For future revisions, an added premium aluminium model made be sold for added


aesthetics.


The bulk of the materials costs are due to the specialized integrated circuits we have on


our device.  The BLE112 module is the most expensive at around $10 when purchased in a


lot of 1,000, and the ARM microcontroller is still $2 at similar volumes.  The rest of the


components are relatively inexpensive, with the exception of the 5 RGB leds per board


since they are the brightest, lowest power LEDs we have found on the market.  In addition


to these components, within each impeller, there is one neodymium magnet, which would


be about $0.10 each.  This sets the total component costs to be $18.60.


M = $3.00 + $18.60 = $21.60


The following table lists all of flow.’s components and their costs:


Component Name Unit Cost  Qty / Device Cost / Device


Assorted Capacitors 0.013 15 $ 0.195


Battery 450mAh 4 1 $ 2.00


Battery Connector 0.25 1 $ 0.25
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RGB LEDs 0.33 5 $ 1.65


ARM Microcontroller 2.09 1 $ 2.09


Assorted Resistors 0.004 20 $ 0.08


Reset Switches 0.3 1 $ 0.30


Voltage Regulator .27 1 $ 0.27


BLE112 Module 10.15 1 $ 10.15


Hall Effect Sensors .48 2 $ 0.96


Crystal .45 1 $ 0.45


Neodymium magnet .20 1 $ 0.20


Total $ 18.60


Production Costs


Since we are outsourcing most of production, shipping costs are our primary production


costs at an estimated $2.00 per part.


P = $2


Overhead Costs


We will continue to use the Invention Lab rental space in order to keep overhead costs


down.  This sums to about $500 per year.  Additionally, we will want to purchase insurance


of $700 per year to protect our equipment and product stock in case of fire, theft, or


natural disasters.


O = 500 + 700 = $1200
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Structure of Corporation


Our corporation operates on minimal staffing with an emphasis on control over intellectual


property. All raw materials will be purchased from OEM’s (Original Equipment


Manufacturers). Products will be outsourced to manufacturing facilities while research and


development will be done in-house. The organizational chart is shown below.


Competitive Landscape


Conserving water while showering has become a topic of increased interest in recent


years. Currently, there are no devices on the market that record water flow and


temperature, provide an interactive user interface in the shower, and sync wirelessly to a


smartphone using Bluetooth 4.0. However, there have been a few recent crowdfunding


endeavors for similar products. We will discuss these products along with other concepts


and programs focused around saving water and tracking usage in the shower.


Driblet is a new entry into the smart shower space since the recent start of a


crowdfunding venture on Dragon Innovation. Driblet tracks water usage using an inline flow


meter that doubles as a hydro-generator for powering the device. It connects to a phone


and the web using WiFi. Although Driblet has many similar features to flow., the current


prototypes are much bulkier than flow., it does not provide real-time feedback in the


shower itself, and Driblet doesn’t provide social interaction, like flow. does with its


Shower Request feature.
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ECO Showerdrop is a device that detects the duration of your showers using a


microphone, and it beeps when you have used more than 35 liters. Since Showerdrop


detects the length of shower based on auditory cues, it does not require any tools to


install; however, it must be calibrated, it is not as accurate as our inline solution, and it


does not have any wireless communication or social aspect.


Sprav is a recent Kickstarter project that is similar to ECO Showerdrop. It also uses a


microphone to measure flow rate, but it has wireless connectivity to connect to a phone


and an LED to provide feedback to the user. Like ECO Showerdrop, Sprav requires no


tools, but also needs additional calibration to provide accurate flow rate measurements.


Using multiple RGB LEDs, flow. provides finer grained feedback to the user during the


shower, along with more social features.


There are also some apps for tracking shower time, such as Showertime for iOS. These


do not provide the same level of accuracy as flow. in terms of tracking actual usage, but


they do provide audible notifications when it’s time to get out of the shower. Showertime


also estimates water consumption and converts it to money spent.  Lower tech solutions,


such as Showercoach Sand Timer, also exist for people who just want a cheap and


simple way to track shower length. This device is merely a simple sand timer that can be


used inside the shower. However, both of these solutions require additional overhead for


the user to remember to start them, whereas flow. can automatically track your showers


and provide an LED countdown with zero user interaction while also providing the flexibility


to tweak these settings inside the app.
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Profit Model (5 year most likely scenario)
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